
 

  

 

Diary dates:  
 
Tuesday 10th November: Flu nasal spray in school  (consent forms 
have been sent home for this) 
 
Friday 13th  November:  Children can come dressed in traditional 
Diwali clothes if they wish 
 
Friday 4th December: INSET day-school closed to pupils 
 
Friday 18th December: Break up for Christmas  
 
Details of Christmas parties, movie afternoon etc to come out to you 
via a separate letter 
 
School re-opens Tuesday 5th January 2021 as Monday 4th January 
is an INSET day 

Welcome back to the second half of the Autumn term. Once again we know that 
it will be challenging but we are determined to make things positive for our  
pupils both in terms of their learning and also in celebrating Christmas. Thank 
you for all of those of you who have supported us so well as together as a    
community we try and help each other through these weeks and months.  
 
As staff we all have families of our own and share the same worries and       
concerns about Covid as you do. It really helps when parents approach us about 
school issues or raise questions with kindness and respect. We all want the best 
for your children and will always work to resolve any issues quickly and        
efficiently. 
 
We have most children now registered on Google classrooms and so should a 
“bubble” have to close we can provide instant remote learning. There is now an 
expectation from the Government that we will do this but also that pupils will 
engage.  

“Gavin Williamson announced a new legal duty, under the Coronavirus Act 
2020, for all state-funded schools to provide school age children with 
"immediate access to remote education" should they miss school due to       
coronavirus.” 

If you still are not set up please can you do so or ring into school if you are  
having difficulties. 
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A reminder that no nuts 

are to be in school either 

as snacks or part of 

packed lunches due to 

the allergies of a number 

of our pupils.  

Thank you 

Parking and access 

Please do not park/drop 

off and block our gate or 

bell area at the front of 

school. We have had   

several incidents where 

staff have been unable to 

leave or get on to our 

premises. Also this space 

must be kept clear for 

emergency vehicles. I 

have also recently had a 

number of local residents 

from Linden Lea        

complaining about their 

driveways being     

blocked-please be        

respectful when parking. 

It is unfair that I have to 

take residents  anger 

about this. 

Thank you 



A copy of our Behaviour policy is  available on our website        

including details and an explanation of our  Behaviour “stage”    

system.  Parents are informed via a letter brought home if a Stage 5 

has been reached-this requires a signature of acknowledgement. 

School will also make contact with parents if there are repeated  

incidents or consistent low  level disruption. Behaviour is         

monitored each week across the whole school by Mrs.Webster-

Smith. Staff spend a lot of time investigating any behaviour        

incidents and we do ask that  parents support us on any decisions 

made regarding stages. The Behaviour policy has been approved by 

our Governing board.  

Trips and visits 

At present we are still unable to take pupils out of school on visits 

to enhance their learning across the curriculum. In the absence of 

this we are looking into some virtual experiences that we may be 

able to bring into the classroom. We know that many pupils in    

current Years 4, 5 and 6 paid money for a trip that did not go ahead 

last academic year. We have a record of all payments and           

everything is being held in Sims pay. Once we are able to resume 

visits any monies already paid will be able to transfer across. No 

one will lose out on any monies. This is also the case for Football 

clubs that we had just started up when the rules about bubbles 

changed! It is not possible to refund money on to individual bank 

cards.  

Year 6 pupils and parents are aware that we have made a             

provisional booking for the Cleobury residential for next June but 

obviously at present we do not know if this will be able to go ahead. 

 

We are receiving a number 
of calls late in the day to  
book a place for After 
School club. This is putting-
great pressure on our office 
staff to ensure that they get 
the message to pupils before 
they leave through the 
school gate-some calls are 
coming in as the end of the 
day bell is ringing. All   
places at club should be 
booked at least the day    
before unless it is an     
emergency. Please ensure 
your child knows if they are 
to go to club at the end of 
the day. We are trying not to 
burst bubbles by office staff 
having to keep going into 
classrooms with messages. 

Thank you 

 

 

Update on our new minibus 

     It feels so very long ago that we were raising money as a school 
community to replace our minibus that was stolen in the Summer of 
2018. With the support of the Finchfield and Castlecroft community 
association who set up a fundraising page on behalf of school we 
reached our total and an order was placed for the bus. Covid of 
course has delayed the process but I am delighted to tell you that it is 
almost ready to be delivered-we are just having our livery added on. 
We are also installing additional security measures to prevent theft 
again. Thank you all so much for all the support that has enabled this 
huge purchase to be made. Now we just have to wait for restrictions 
to lift so that we can take pupils out on visits in it!! 

Please check 

 

If your child suffers from asthma 

can you please check that the  

inhaler that we have in school is 

in date. We have asked all pupils 

to ensure that their inhaler is kept 

in their drawer in school for ease 

of access. Our school nurse     

recommends that pupils benefit 

from using a spacer with their 

inhaler-please send into school if 

you wish your child to do so. All 

children with an asthma         

condition are required to have an     

inhaler in school. 

 



 
 

Celebrating Remembrance 2020 
 
Sadly this year we are unable to sell poppies and the related      
merchandise in school. Instead we will be holding a non uniform 
day on Friday 6th November and both myself and Mrs Walker will 
be at the gates first thing in the morning with Royal British Legion 
collection tins in which we ask pupils to make a donation please. 
We are encouraging pupils to wear something red if they are able 
but this is not essential and I do not want parents to buy something 
for this day. 
 
In addition each class will have a Remembrance assembly plus an 
opportunity to create a poppy picture that they can bring home to 
place in their windows (rather like rainbow idea during lockdown). 
We are asking if any pupils would like to paint a poppy pebble at 
home and we will display them in school and eventually move to 
the new garden area. 

 

 
 

 

 

Music at Uplands 

We have always been really proud of the musical experiences we are 

able to offer to our pupils. Covid has sadly impacted upon this and 

many activities have had to temporarily stop. However I am pleased to 

say that after half term we are able to re-start our small group          

instrument tuition (violin, brass, woodwind and cello). Staff from the 

music school have re-connected with us and working to Covid safety 

measures we are now in a position to re-start lessons. At present this 

will only be for pupils who were learning at the point of lockdown-

there will be no new starters for now but this will be reviewed in the 

New Year. 

In addition we trialled a new venture last academic year called “Whole 

class instrument teaching” (WCIT) for pupils in Year 4. This involved 

a weekly lesson for the whole class on ukulele and then the guitar. 

Lockdown of course put a stop to this but we are delighted that we can 

begin to re-start this scheme for new Year 4 pupils. Initially the      

sessions will focus on some basic musical skills and then each child 

will be given a ukulele to bring home (probably in the New Year).  

It will be fabulous to hear music in school again and I hope we can    

re-build to the level of opportunity we  previously offered. 

 

Attendance 
 
I wish to thank you all for the 
tremendous response to the 
return to school. Our             
attendance figures for the first 
8 weeks of term show little  
difference from last year which 
is wonderful. Obviously if a 
bubble closes and children are 
directed to self isolate they are 
unable to come into school but 
the LA have introduced a    
special code for this reason. 
We always have high           
attendance figures and I am 
delighted that Covid does not 
seem to be impacting upon this 
too much. 
 
 
Music Mark 
 
Once again the Wolverhampton 
Music School have nominated 
us for Music Mark in        
recognition of our work and 
commitment to music within 
school. 
 
 
Our new letterhead shows all of 
our recent accreditations as a 
school including Music mark, 
Well being charter, Silver  
mental health award and 
Games mark 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Congratulations go to Charlie 
M in Year 4 who raised an 
amazing amount of £1252 for 
the Kick it out                   
campaign  which works   
within football and             
educational sectors and aims 
to challenge discrimination, 
encourage inclusive practices 
and work for positive change 
a real supporter of Respect 
For All.  
 

Well Done! 



  

Mental well being of our pupils 

At Uplands we place a lot of emphasis on the mental health of both 
pupils and staff. This term we are using a new scheme called Trick 
Box which is an emotional regulation programme which aims to 
teach children simple “tricks” or techniques to help them cope with 
the ups and downs of daily life. I am posting each trick on our school 
Facebook page over this school year so that you can use them at 
home if you wish. 3 tricks will have been taught to LKS2 last half 
term and 4 to UKS2-your children should be able to tell you about 
them. 

1. Mirror Mirror 

2. Big voice 

3. Stand as if 

4.Super Stretch 

 

 

 

Mental health signposts for children: 

Www.sadsville.co.uk  provides free resources for children working 
alongside NSPCC and Childline 

Young Minds:  youngminds.org.uk    0808 802 5544 

Childline/NSPCC: childline.org.uk    0800 1111 

 

How do lunchtimes currently work at 

Uplands? 

A number of parents have asked us about 

lunchtime arrangements so I thought I’d 

outline them again for you. 

 If your child brings a packed lunch to 

school they will eat in their        

classroom with their bubble group 

and sit in their work place. Tables are 

wiped down once lunch is finished.       

Children have up to half an hour to 

eat their lunch if needed-many finish 

within 20 minutes and so are taken 

outside to play. 

 If your child has a hot meal they sit 

either in the hall or the dining room 

within their class bubble. No bubbles 

are mixed. 

 Outside on the playground children 

have a class bubble zone in which to 

play-again no mixing of bubbles is 

allowed in order to comply with the 

Government rules. 

 Some parents have asked why we 

cannot mix the bubbles in order for 

children to play with friends in other 

classes. This is to minimise the   

number of pupils who would need to 

be sent home to self isolate should a 

bubble close. We have had 2 bubble 

closures and in each case we have 

been able to send just 1 class home 

rather than the whole year group. 

 If you are interested to see if your 

child could be eligible for Free 

School Meals then head to 

www.gov.uk/apply-free-school-

meals or speak to our school office 

who will be happy to help you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over lockdown whilst clearing out cupboards and drawers in my own 

home (as I’m sure many of us did) I came across a couple of local 

charities that I wanted to bring to your attention. This will be helpful 

should you either wish to donate but you may also be aware of      

someone who may need help and support. 

“Simple Acts of Kindness”is a new local project helping families 

in need with items from clothing and shoes to furniture. There is a     

Facebook page where local needs are shared and people can offer help 

and support in the form of donations or ask for help. The project 

works alongside the local Strengthening Family Hubs, The Haven and 

Good Shepherd to name just a few. 

“Coats for kids” is another local charity that aims to ensure no child 

is without a warm coat for the Winter. Should you have any coats to  

donate or know a family where there is a need please get in touch with 

Wolverhampton Coats for Kids. 

Many charities will have suffered because of lockdown. Last year as 

part of our “Art of Brilliance” focus on kindness we collected toys for 

children and made up hampers for local heros. This year as we are 

unable to “collect” items in school we are looking to support Dudley 

Zoo Covid 19 animal care fund-further details will follow. There will 

be many toy appeals in the city in the run up to Christmas such as The 

Haven and Sikh Toy Appeal. 


